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PICTURE GALLERY

First place in the slide section
of the Annual Photographic
Competition went to this shot
of MASTERMAN (GBR
229/64) towing CLAN
MACGILLIVRAY (GBR
8811/62) into the lock at King
George Dock Hull on October
15th 1978 (photo -ed)

Seen berthed at Flixborough on
February 8th 2011 is Arklow
Shipping’s ARKLOW REBEL
(IRL 2999/05), which had
arrived on the 4th from
Antwerp. (photo - Rick Ward)

The severe weather
conditions during December
and January last, produced
the unusual sight of ice on the
River Ouse. Seen here is
Flinter Shipping’s vessel
FLINTERJUTE (NLD
2222/99), making it’s way up
river towards Goole on
December 26th 2010. As we
go to press the vessel has just
been renamed SYLVIA, still
under the Dutch flag. (photo -
Rick Ward)
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EDITORIAL

When I received the last copy of Humber Light, little did I realise that I would be compiling the next one. The news of
the sudden passing of Ron Pett came as a great sadness to everyone and as Ron was holding two positions on the
committee, it was even more of a catastrophe for the branch. Although Ron had remarked at the last two AGM’s that he
would like to relinquish one or both of his posts at some stage, the problem was getting any other volunteers from our
membership to take over. So, he happily continued in both posts, doing a first rate job preparing Humber Light and
dealing with the branches financial matters.
Those of you who are full members of the WSS will know that I compile the ‘Member’s Reports’ section in Marine
News. This usually only results in about one side being filled in the magazine, but nevertheless the preparation  is very
time consuming. In addition, at the time of Ron’s passing, I was in the middle of constructing a branch web site, which
is now up and running and this requires some small, but regular attention, if it is to be kept up to date. Fortunately I can
use some of the same bits and pieces both on the website and in Humber Light. However as a result of all these and other
activities, I am not able to give time to preparing historical and other articles which need research, so content in future
will be more of current news and information. Malcolm Ladd and Leonora Wright have kindly agreed to continue with
their contributions and I will continue with the ‘Up-River Notes’, albeit in a slightly different format. Roy Cressey of
the Yorkshire Ship Enthusiasts, has kindly allowed me to use his ‘This and That’ page from their latest newsletter to
help fill up this edition and additionally I have reproduced an article from an earlier Humber Light. Malcolm couldn’t
complete his Hull Dock notes for this edition, but they should appear in the next one. I would appeal to branch members
to send in any articles or bits and pieces of (local or elsewhere) news that could be used in future editions. Finally, we
have had to change printers, so it is hoped that the previous standards are still met.
Happy reading!

BRANCH NEWS

Branch Website
As mentioned in the editorial, a branch website is now up and running at www.hullships.co.uk  I realise that only about
half of our membership has Internet access, but I would urge those members to check the site periodically, as branch
news will be posted there between editions of Humber Light. For those of you that have not had a look at the site yet,
there is an up to date list of future meetings and reports of previous ones as well as a link to a gallery of photos contributed
by members, amongst other things.

Change of Meeting Season
At a committee meeting earlier in the year, there was some discussion concerning the falling attendance at the monthly
meetings. Our chairman put forward a proposal that we should give a try to moving the meeting season to summer, in
the hope that the better weather and daylight hours, might persuade more members to venture out. The committee agreed
on this and a straw poll of members present at the following two meetings, showed that no one present was upset by the
plan. Ray has now completed  a programme for this summer, running until October and details can be found on the
‘Diary’ page in this journal.

Cover Photo - REGAL LADY on the slipway at Paull undergoing maintenance , see page 8  (photo  - Rick Ward)
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New (Temporary) Treasurer and Humber Light Editor
Following the inconclusive AGM in February (see meeting reports) and lack of other volunteers, Hilary Pett and Glyn
Woods have stepped forward to look after the Treasurer and Journal Editor positions respectively, until such time as the
AGM is held and the positions confirmed or otherwise by the members present.

Branch Subscriptions
Subscriptions are now due for 2011. Please send your cheques for £8 (or £14 to include advance payment for meeting
charge) to Hilary as soon as possible.

Horace Hogdson
Our president Horace Hodgson suffered a stroke at his home on the evening of our February meeting. We don't see
Horace at many meetings these days, but he had intended being at that particular one. We send him our best wishes.

April Meeting
Since planning an April meeting for the first time in some years, the announcement was made that the royal wedding
was to take place on this date and the day has become a public holiday. In view of this, the meeting has been cancelled.
It is hoped that the talk planned can be re-arranged for a later date.

DIARY

May 20 - AGM followed by ‘ Illustrated Port Jottings ' - Steven Tacey

June 24 - ‘South Coast Shipping’ - a slide presentation by Glyn Woods

July 29 - ' Bridlington Harbour Past & Present ' –  C. J. Wright (Harbour Master)

August 19 - ‘Shipshape’ - a slide presentation by Roy Cressey

September 30 - ' Ferries Around Britain ' - a slide presentation by Paul Morgan

October 28 - Annual Photographic Competition

In to the above addition, it is hoped to arrange the annual dinner

OBITUARY

RON PETT (1940-2011)

Ron was born in Grimsby and spent all his early years in the town. On leaving school he joined the
Yorkshire Electricity Board as an apprentice engineer and remained with the company throughout his
working life. His maritime interests were wide and varied and he enjoyed researching companies and
vessels, prime amongst the companies was Cook, Welton and Gemmell of Beverley. He enjoyed sailing
and non maritime interests included caravanning and scouting. Ron also dedicated much time to his role
as a school governor. He had been a long standing member of the branch since 1978 and he took on the
role of treasurer in 1995. In 2001, following the death of Gordon Pearson, he additionally took on the role
of Humber Light editor and undertook both roles successfully therafter. I will remember Ron for being
my first contact with the branch and also the first to greet me when I attended my first meeting. Our
sympathies go to his widow Hilary and their family.
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MEETING REPORTS

The  December meeting was cancelled due to the weather conditions.

A good turnout of members were present for the January meeting, the  annual photo competition, which had been
postponed from December. The meeting commenced with our chairman, Steven Tacey, saying a few words in tribute
of our branch treasurer and journal editor, Ron Pett, who suddenly passed away in January. His widow Hilary, who
always attended our meetings with Ron, thanked Steven for his words and also thanked the other members present that
had sent cards and sympathy messages.
Our judge for the evening was again Kevin Bull from the Hull Photographic Society, who, on his own admission is no
expert on ships, but on the look out for images that were pleasing to him and also 'technically correct'. I had taken on
board some of his comments from his previous visit, but in the event I had to put together my entries in rather a hurry,
so didn't choose or edit them carefully enough. This resulted in some hard, but fair criticism of some of my entries. One
or two other members suffered like me!
The print and digital projected images sections were well supported, but only two members supplied entries for the slide
competition. A reflection I suppose of the continual decline in popularity of using film, although as we have no time
restriction on when photos are taken, it does allow 'golden oldies' to be entered, such as this year's winning entry.
An entertaining evening viewing shipping images was had by all and thanks go to Kevin for coming along again as
judge.
Competition Results
Digital Images – 1st Steven Tacey, 2nd Patrick Hill, 3rd Patrick Hill
Prints – 1st Glyn Woods, 2nd Glyn Woods, 3rd Nigel Mooney
Slides – 1st Glyn Woods, 2nd Steven Tacey

The February meeting did not go as planned due to the unexpected absence of one of the committee. As a result the
chairman advised that he had no option but to postpone the AGM until a later date, but took the opportunity to emphasise
to those few members present, that the branch was still looking for a treasurer and journal editor to fill the gaps left by
Ron. No volunteers were forthcoming. Some behind the scenes discussions took place later with Hilary Pett and Glyn
Woods agreeing to look after the vacant positions until such time as an AGM was rescheduled.
The meeting then went on to view the slide presentation by Glyn Woods entitled 'East Anglian Shipping'. Those present
were treated to a nostalgic viewing of shipping at East Anglian ports in the period 1977-1985. Everyone present seemed
to enjoy the presentation and the meeting closed at 2115.

FROM THE PHOTO ARCHIVES

The fishing vessel HULL
CITY (GY282) was bulit
in  1953 by Cochrane at
Selby for Consolidated
Fisheries of Grimsby. It
served Consolidated
throughout its working
life, until sold for
breaking at Fleetwood in
1975. The photo shows
the vessel in Wyre Dock
Fleetwood after arrival
and awaiting being towed
to the slipway outside the
dock, used for the
breaking operations.
(photo  - Geoffrey
Webster)
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HUMBER UP-RIVER NOTES

December 2010
Two ships to mention on the 1st of the month; MANA (ATG 1585/86) which arrived at Gunness and FRANK W (ATG
2528/06) at Grove. The 4th saw the ELIZABETH F (NLD 1276/91) at Goole and the 5th, LONE BRES (DIS 2876/00)
at Gunness and ALANA (ATG 2999/99) at Grove. The
next day, the 6th, ALANA EVITA (NLD 2281/09) at
Howdendyke and INGEBORG PILOT (NIS 1196/81)
at Goole. This latter vessel had been on charter last
year to Mezeron Shipping, operating their Glasson
Dock to the Isle of Man service. On the 8th
NEDGARD (MLT 2673/87)  arrived at Goole from
Tollkinen. This vessel was renamed NEDLAND the
following month, still under the Maltese flag. The
small LIVA GRETA (LVA 851/88) arrived at Goole
on the 17th. The 20th saw three arrivals to note, firstly
ADELE (ATG 2481/91) at Howdendyke from
Carbonera, OSLO (ATG 2803/96) at Gunness from
Concubion and PEX (ATG 2995/01) at New Holland
Jetty.  Two arrivals on the 22nd RMS JURMALA
(BLZ 2700/81) also at New Holland Jetty and RONRIX (GBR 2501/78), making a rare visit up river to Goole. Finally
on Christmas Day the MEG (PAN 1596/93) arrived at Keadby from Riga.
 (photo INGEBORG PILOT passing St. Andrew’s Quay 21/8/06 - Ed.)

January 2011
To start the new year, on New Year’s Day, DAMSTERDIJK
(NLD 2984/07) arrived at Goole, followed on the 4th at the
same port by BLUE DRAGON (ATG 2545/07). On the 6th
KAAMI (BHS 2715/94) arrived at Grove and the smaller
DANICA FOUR (DIS 997/84) at Gunness from Rotterdam.
Three of note on the 12th, ANCORA (VCT 1010/81) at
Keadby from Kaliningrad, DAAN (NLD 2080/01) at Gunness
and LUNAMAR (NLD 3170/00) at New Holland Jetty from
Ghent.  The 16th saw NEKTON (NLD 1996/96) arrive at
Goole. Now a string of Grove arrivals. On the 18th, MARCEL
(BEL 2449/93) from Piombino,  the 19th HERAKLES (LBR
2452/08), ANMIRO (ATG 2461/09) and DANICA RED (DIS
902/83) and on the 21st, BLUE CARMEL (ATG 3845/09) and
HATHOR (NLD 2545/07). Another long distance arrival at
Howdendyke on the 23rd, when the BALTIYSKIY 108 (DMA

1926/79) arrived from Beirut. On the 26th BALLYHEALY (PAN 1949/81) arrived at New Holland Jetty from Sutton
Bridge and on the 27th ALGA (VCT 1864/76) at Goole from Kaliningrad, MAIMITI (NLD 2224/01) at Flixborough from
Eregli and NORRFURY (NLD 2999/07) at Goole from Riga. This latter vessel was renamed from FLINTERFURY in
December 2010. (photo - DAMSTERDIJK at Goole 2/1/11 - Rick Ward)

February 2011
Two more arrivals at Grove to start the month off. OOSTVOORNE (ATG 2035/96) arrived on the 2nd and PALLAS

OCEAN (BRB 1999/86) from Otterbacken on the 5th. The 7th saw the arrival at New Holland Jetty of another ex ‘Flinter’
vessel, this time NORRSKEN (NLD 2474/05) which had been
the FLINTERBELT up to a week or so earlier. The 10th saw
the SCHOKLAND (NLD 2702/10) arrive at Goole and the
11th the PORHOV (RUS 1926/79) at Gunness from Riga.
This vessel had previously been the BALTIYSKIY 105. A
large, tonnage wise, arrival at New Holland Jetty on the 20th
was MEDANGARA (CYP 5335/08). Also at the same jetty,
MARLENE (MLT 3356/10) arrived from Seville on the 23rd
and MOSVIK (ATG 2236/87) on the 24th.

(photo - BALTIYSKIY 105 approaching South Ferriby
23/12/05 - Ed.)
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THIS AND THAT BY ROY CRESSEY

Coastwise Cargo
Recently a vessel arrived at the port of Hull to load a cargo of grain. What was unusual was the fact that it was a British
flagged vessel and  had arrived from a UK port and sailed to another UK port after loading. The vessel concerned was
Carisbrooke Shipping's 4998 dwt., Lauren C, 2007/2,990gt which arrived at Hull in October after the short coastwise
voyage from Tilbury on the Thames. After loading her cargo of grain in King George Dock at the port, she departed
again, this time for another short coastwise voyage to the River Tyne. Such voyages are rare in today's shipping scene
but some 30/40 years ago were common place. The vessel has a single hold with a capacity of 217,128cu ft. She was a
product of the Freire Shipyard, at Vigo, Spain and is registered at Cowes, Isle of Wight. It would appear that this cargo
of grain was a one-off cargo and is unlikely to be repeated but nevertheless it is a good sign in depressed times for coastal
shipping.
.
New life for old moon
At a time when many bulk carriers are ending their days in the scrap yards of the Far East or India it is interesting to
note that one of their numbers is still serving a useful purpose after being converted to a bulk cement carrier. Glory Moon
was a product of the Govan Shipbuilders yard at Glasgow in 1973 where she was launched as the Cardiff-class bulker
Golden Oriole. She was converted into a self-unloading cement carrier in 1996 at Istanbul and this has undoubtedly
prolonged her life span. She spent some time as the Turkish Nazli-K before taking the name Glory Moon in 2002 for
Belden Ship Management Inc., Panama. In July 2010 she arrived at Melbourne, Australia with a cargo of bulk cement
and this turned out to be the first of three visits before the end of 2010. This 16 knot vessel is still powered by her B &
W 1x2 Stroke 6 cyl 740x 1,600 engine supplied by Harland & Wolff Ltd of Belfast. As she approaches 39 years of age
she is a tribute to her British builders and engine builders.

Hapag-Lloyd move forward
The upturn in the container market has seen several operators return to profit as 2010 came to its conclusion. The German
container operator Hapag-Lloyd not only returned to profit but took further steps to restore its finances with a $500m
issue consisting of both euro and dollar bonds with five and seven year maturities respectively. Now that the line is back
in profit, it will pay back the money it owes to its parent company Tui and others although it is thought Tui may be
looking for the correct time to exit from Hapag Lloyd where they have a stake of 49.8%. Hapag-Lloyd are regular callers
at the port of Southampton with vessels such as the Chicago Express, built as recently as 2005, which has a maximum
capacity of 8,749teu. Operating on the Far East service she is one of the 8-strong Colombo Express class of vessel and
shipments have increased due to the traditional Christmas demand but it is hoped these increases will now continue in
2011.

Milford Haven sees growth in gas imports
The port of Milford Haven in Wales has seen a growth in the import of LNG with the South Hook terminal at the port
receiving two cargoes a week on average. The terminal is the largest liquified natural gas re-gasification terminal in
Europe. Here the LNG is converted from a liquid back to gas and is then delivered to homes and businesses in the UK
via the national grid. The LNG is imported in massive Q-Max vessels. A recent arrival was the LNG tanker Umm Slal
which brought a full cargo from the loading terminal of Ras Laffan in Qatar. This huge 130,059 dwt vessel was built by
Samsung Heavy Industries at Geoje in 2008 and at 163.922 gross tons is one of the largest vessels to visit the terminal.
Shortly after the South Hook terminal celebrated the arrival of the hundreth cargo of LNG from Ras Laffan when the
Zarga 2009/162,400gt arrived on 6 November.

The lifespan of a cargo vessel
In today's world of commerce, letters of credit often ask for goods to be shipped on vessels of under 20 years of age. For
this reason many vessels of that age pass on to various owners for the shipping of goods that do not require that criteria.
After a few more years the vessels are then usually sold for scrapping but not before every effort has been made to keep
them profitably employed. One such vessel is the Bestline 1984/2,630gt which is currently reported as under repair in
Istanbul since 30 September 2010. Built by Guangdong Huangpu Shipyard of Guangzhou as the Chinese flag Hong Qi
195, she became the Peng Fei  and later Pan Ocean 9 before taking the name Bestline in 2004 when bought by Bestline
(International) Shipping Co Ltd of Belize. Sold to Korea Daehlung Transportation without name change in 2005 she
was sold on again in 2008 to undisclosed interests again without name change. The 3,612dwt vessel is now registered
in Moroni, Comoros, but looks neglected and at 26 years of age it remains to be seen if she will sail again, although that
is the obvious intention.
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Well travelled vessel visits Hartlepool
An unusual vessel discharged a cargo from Rotterdam at Victoria Quay in the port of Hartlepool on 6 November. Mostly
vessels associated with oil and gas rig work visit the Teeside port but the Antigua flag Volkers 1998/4,115gt made an
impressive sight during her stay at the port. She departed again for Rotterdam but not until the 10 November. In the
course of the last 4 months the vessel had visited Praia in Cape Verde, Naksov in Denmark and Split in Croatia. The
vessel has an average speed of 11.6 knots and is owned by Volkers of Nordenham, Germany. Built in China she has also
at times operated as the MSC Vigo and Nenufar Europe and had a short spell under the British flag.

Work under way at Paull
The Scarborough pleasure boat Regal Lady was undergoing refurbishment at Paull Shipyard as February drew to a close.
Her running mate Coronia has been bought by the local Scarborough MP and has been leased back to her former owner.
Her future is therefore saved for the coming summer season. It had been feared that she would not operate due to unpaid
repair bills.

Courtesy Roy Cressey (Yorkshire Ship Enthusiasts)

Other News

Collision in White Sea

The ‘Mekhanik’ ships of Northern Shipping are regular visitors to
the Humber and one of these was involved in a collision on February
17 last, in the White Sea. Mekhanik Brilin (RUS 2489/91) was
proceeding in convoy behind an icebreaker and followed by Soyana
(VCT 3988 /92). For reasons not specified, the Mekhanik Brilin was
struck by the bow of the Soyana, the latter ship coming off worst,
with hull and superstructure damage. The Soyana with a cargo of
scrap metal returned to Archangel for repairs, escorted by the
icebreaker, whereas Mekhanik Brilin continued with its’ voyage
reporting little or no damage. (photo - Mekhanik Brilin at New
Holland 8/4/06 - ed.)

Likely Last Voyage for Ferry

The evacuation and repatriation of foreign workers from Libya to their home countries, has been regularly in the news
over the past weeks, involving amongst others, a number of out of service ferries. These have in the main been moving
those affected, to other Mediterranean ports, for onward flights home. One exception is the Greek ferry Lissos (13881/72)
of Anek Lines. It has been chartered by the Vietnamese authorities to transport some 1,000 of its nationals, who were
working in Libya, all the way home to Vietnam. After disembarking  its passengers, it is expected that the vessel will
be sold for breaking up in the area. Lissos was built as the Ferry Amanasu in Japan in 1972 and sold to Anek Lines in
1987, entering service in 1989 after a 2 year re-fit. The vessel can carry 1900 passengers.

IN THE GALLEY

Fen Country Sausages :

Water, 2 Onions, 1 lb Sausages (in a string), ½ pint Milk, Seasoning

Place the water and sliced onions in a pan and bring to the boil. Next add the sausages and simmer for 45 minutes.
Strain off the liquid until only about 1/3 pint remains. Add the milk and seasoning. Heat but do not boil, or the milk
will curdle.
Delicious eaten with creamed potatoes and a green vegetable.

Muriel E. Potter
(reprinted from volume 13 number 5- Sep/Oct 1978)
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ARCADIA’S FIRST GLOBAL CIRCUMNAVIGATION

PART III

6th March.
We crossed the Equator into the Northern Hemisphere, making our way through the Molucca Sea and made through
the Bangka Passage which took us into the Celebes Sea, a WNW course was maintained.

That evening John and I hosted yet another masonic reception in one of the many private suites available on board.
The following day was another Sunday at sea, the church service was taken by our newly joined Staff Captain, rounding
the San Miguel Islands we transited the Balbac Strait, our course running roughly parallel to the north west coast of
Sabah (Borneo) Malaysia. Passed a number of oil fields on our port side, we embarked our pilot early morning to approach
our next port of call, Kota Kinabalu, by 0715 we were secured alongside, the temperature was noted at 28C.
Later that morning we proceeded ashore as towards noon the temperature rose to 33C,we found some shade, cool drinks,
souvenirs, viewed baboons and the local flora, then beat a retreat to the air conditioned comfort of the Arcadia.
I read from the ships log that since leaving Yorkey's Knob at Cairnes, we had steamed 2748 nautical miles at an average
speed of 17.4 knots.

On return of passengers from shore we singled up and, by 6.00pm were under way, later passing the Philippine island of
Palawan, we tore ourselves away from a most spectacular sunset to dinner, followed by some classical entertainment in
the theatre, by late evening we were on course to the South China Sea.

Wednesday 10th March.
We continued on a north westerly course, the temperature had eased down to a more pleasant 18C, we were out of sight
of land, an announcement from the bridge told us our nearest point of land was the island of Luzon which lay some 230
nautical miles to the north west as we ploughed onward to Hong Kong.
Some years ago I had caught site of a chart of the South China Sea, I do not recall the circumstances  (I was not a navigator)
however I spotted a rock outcrop on the chart called Ladd Reef, I dropped a quick note to Arcadia’ s third officer Mr.
Ross Cochrane, a watch officer and main manager of the ships log.
Ross was quick to come back to me, yes he confirmed, there was a reef so named, adding that up to date charts showed
that a merchant ship was firmly aground on it and had been so for some time, reef and ship were visible, but no history
was available as to how it got its name, I have naval ancestors, and have my own theories on its provenance!

11th March.
We arrived at Hong Kong  during the early morning, having skirted oil rigs, fishing boats and a number of merchant ships
of all shapes and sizes swinging at anchor, through the Traffic Separation Area to the south of Hong Kong Island to the
East Lamma Channel which runs between Hong Kong Island and Lamma Island, our pilot embarked we steamed
gracefully beneath Stonecutters Bridge, by 8 a.m. we were alongside Berth 7 at the H.K International Terminal, starboard
side to.
Amongst the passengers were a number of Old China Hands, Royal and Merchant Navy, not having revisited the port
since service days, amazed at the expansion that had taken place, certainly we had seen photographs, videos of the former
colony but nothing could prepare one for incredible high rise development that had taken place on both the Island and
opposite at Kowloon.
What was scrub land sweeping down to the harbour, now reclaimed, I noted that the one time R.N. Shore establishment,
HMS Tamar had all but disappeared, however it was gratifying to see that some of the buildings had been incorporated
into the Royal Hong Kong Yacht Club, a somewhat generous fate I thought. Later we boarded a ferry which took us on
a two hour cruise of the harbour, what was the semi jungle scrub now transformed into one of the worlds most exciting
cities, despite being aware of the development it was still breathtaking, in a word audacious!, a booming metropolis
which is the crossroads of the world.
We managed a visit to the Peak on the island, the morning mist having been burnt off by sun the view of the Tsim Sha
Tsui, east and west was clearly visible.
The commercial aspects of Hong Kong need no introduction from me, the tourist industry is not in the least neglected,
as those of you who have visited will be well aware.
When disembarking at the Ocean Terminal we were greeted by smiling Chinese girls in national costume, handed smart
red fibre carriers in which to place our purchases, maps,tourist information and souvenirs.
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The Star Ferry Pier of old is still operative, still I think using the same old ships, boarding and leaving them still a leap
of faith when a swell is running.,passengers timing the moving gangway to the pontoon, all great fun, the landing on the
Island side a little easier.
Having taken the Red Bus tour of Kowloon city we returned to the Island on the second day., Harbour City is a massive
shopping mall with over 700 outlets, mainly designer, world renowned names, and covers two million square metres.
Hong Kong remains one of the highlights of the cruise, audacious with a capital A.
We were singled up shortly after nine in the evening, pilot aboard we retraced our course through the fairways to the open
sea.
There used to be an old navy saying,"when you leave Hong Kong you are on the way home, whatever the direction you
head" stretching a point a bit maybe, but actually, we were!

Malcolm Ladd

YORKSHIREMAN (I) - 1928-1965

(From The Boston Log -July 1967)

On 12 April 1967 I was privileged to attend the launching of YORKSHIREMAN II at the shipyard of C.D.Holmes &
Co Ltd Beverley. Later I had the opportunity to join the vessel for the trials of this 3750 hp. 120' 7" long tug. At that
time I was the Public Relations Officer of the United Towing Company, and so it was only natural that I should be
tempted to look into the history of YORKSHIREMAN I.

The tug YORKSHIREMAN was built and engined by Earles' Shipbuilding & Engineering Co. Ltd. of Hull in 1928. She
was Yard No. 672 and only ten more vessels were built following her launch, before the yard closed in 1931 during the
severe economic depression.  Previously, U.T.C. tugs had been built by Cochrane & Sons of Selby, and engined by the
Earles' Company.

The YORKSHIREMAN was built specially for the dual purpose of a passenger service at Bridlington during the summer
seasons and for towage service at Hull in the winter months. The Bridlington service necessitated the vessel being of
shallow draft, and yet capable of being ballasted deeper for towing operations.

The vessel was extremely popular at Bridlington, particularly with visitors from the Midlands. A certain section of the
public was also interested in the bar facilities, which was found to be most convenient during the closing hours of premises
ashore !

At the opening of the passenger season, usually the Saturday before Whitsuntide, the YORKSHIREMAN made the trip
from Hull to Bridlington; this was a very popular sea voyage, and the vessel almost always had a full complement of
passengers. When this new YORKSHIREMAN made her first cruise round from Hull to Bridlington, the vessel filled
up with passengers so quickly, she sailed from Hull before her scheduled time of departure, leaving as many
would-be-passengers on the Pier as she had passengers on board!

When the vessel arrived at Bridlington, almost the whole of the town's populace turned out to meet her, and the piers
were densely packed with cheering crowds.

On many occasions after YORKSHIREMAN had left the calmer waters of the Humber, and felt the roll and swell of
the sea voyage to Bridlington, many of the passengers were made to realise that they were not such good sailors as
they had expected.

When the tides were suitable during the season at Bridlington, several whole-day trips were made up the coast to  Whitby;
allowing several hours ashore before returning to Bridlington on the evening tide. This was also a most popular trip,
although if the weather happened to be rough, many passengers were thoughtful enough to return to Bridlington by train.

Although the YORKSHIREMAN delighted so many holiday-makers, it was not really a profitable service for her owners.
This was particularly so during the later years when the working expenses increased at a much higher rate than the fares.
The latter had reached an economic limit, but as B.O.T. special survey  fees, port charges and expensive fuelling
arrangements at Bridlington became so costly, it was considered uneconomic to continue; and so YORKSHIREMAN
was withdrawn from the Bridlington service.

During the early months of World War II YORKSHIREMAN was requisitioned by the Admiralty, and was stationed at
Grimsby for salvage and rescue work. She rendered efficient service in rescuing and salvaging many war-time casualties.
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Apart from being a very useful tug in the Hull docks, and on the Humber, particularly in berthing and unberthing the
large tankers which came to Saltend and Killingholme;,YORKSHIREMAN proved to be extremely useful especially on
coastal salvage work.

Owing to her shallow draft, YORKSHIREMAN was able to stand close-in, and much nearer to a stranded vessel
than other seagoing tugs were able to do. The tug played a notable part in the salvage of the Wilson liner VASCO,
which, fully loaded out of Hull, struck a submerged wreck shortly after leaving the Humber.

 The VASCO sank, and was totally submerged at high water. The vessel was given up as lost by Lloyds, but  Hull
tugs, including YORKSHIREMAN, took on the work of salvage. With the assistance of all U.T.C. Tugs equipped
with pumps and all the portable pumps available, the VASCO was pumped out at low water sufficiently enough
to allow the vessel to be towed into shallow water where the final salvage was completed.
On another occasion, a large vessel ran aground off Yarmouth and several Hull tugs, including YORKSHIREMAN,
proceeded to the vessel. Dutch tugs also appeared on the scene, but owing to the shallow water over the sandbank, none
of the sea-tugs could get near enough to the stricken vessel to make a connection. YORKSHIREMAN, owing to her
shallow draft, was once again the only tug able to close in, much to the surprise of the Dutch seamen. YORKSHIREMAN
steamed, close to the stranded ship, and after making a connection, she ferried out cables for other United Towing tugs.

In the early years of YORKSHIREMAN’ s life, whilst working out of Hull, and during a period of busy up-river work,
she towed a string of Humber keels and barges from Hull to Keadby, and thus becoming the largest, tug to make such
a tow. During a railway strike, when the Hull/New Holland ferry service was interrupted, YORKSHIREMAN was hired
to transport a full theatrical troupe, with all their scenery and props etc.,across the Humber.

One of the most interesting experiences in the long life of YORKSHIREMAN, happened one Whitsuntide holiday in
the late 1940's. It was a hot Whit Saturday night, and Bridlington was filled with visitors, when a large whale entered
the Bay and stranded and died on the South beach. Fearing that the subsequent smell from the decomposing whale might
deter visitors, the Civic Authorities engaged the YORKSHIREMAN to aid in removing the unwanted visitor to their
resort. The task was to be undertaken at midnight when it was thought that there would be very few spectators around.
However, news must have spread around because hundreds of spectators crowded the beach to watch the scene enacted
in the glare of floodlights. The crew of YORKSHIREMAN secured a rope around the whale, and to much welcome
relief, successfully towed the carcase some five or six miles out to sea, to a point off Flamborough Head, and cast it
adrift to sink in deep water.

Most of the above memories were recalled for me by Captain Stan Wright who was in command of YORKSHIREMAN
from 1946 to 1955. Captain Wright joined United Towing in 1930, and was in command of the tug KINGS CROSS, out
of Middlesborough during World War 2. In 1945 he took command of the earlier SUPERMAN, and transferred to
YORKSHIREMAN in 1946.

During the 1960's Captain Wright was well-known to Humber Ferry travellers, since he was in command of one of the
paddle steamers which daily crossed the Humber. Incidentally, despite her long life, YORKSHIREMAN was only three
years old when the ferry steamers were built.

Prior to the days of YORKSHIREMAN at Bridlington, United Towing had another tug in service there, this was the old
FRENCHMAN; but YORKSHIREMAN occupies pride of place in the memories of the resort's visitors during the years
before and after the Second World War. As a matter of interest YORKSHIREMAN was licensed to carry 426 passengers.

During her long and useful life YORKSHIREMAN was trouble-free, and it is sincerely hoped that now her namesake
the third YORKSHIREMAN, will be equally fortunate.

MICHAEL FOX- British Columbia: Canada. (reprinted from Vol. 13 No. 5 - Sep/Oct 1978)
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HELP WANTED
PHOTOGRAPH REQUEST
Mr Reg Bailey, a WSS member of Manchester Branch writes requesting where he may find a photograph of a dredger
he is researching. Can any member who knows of such a photograph please contact him as follows: Mr Reg Bailey,7,
Cressbrook Road, Stockton Heath, Warrington WA4 6JH or at regbailey@btinternet.com. Reg gives the following
information:
“I have the following, including a plan copy from Gloucester Record Office. A steam bucket dredger built by Amos &
Smith, Engineers, Albert Dock Works, Hull for 'Lough Erne Drainage Board' in 1881. The reason an engineering company
built could be the fact that Lough Erne (2 Lough's connected at the town of Enniskillen, Northern Ireland) is land locked
apart from a small connecting canal to Belfast. The dredger, described on the plan as 'The Loch Erne Dredger' was, after
construction, dismantled and reassembled at the Lough, working very successfully improving channels until 1892 when
her work was completed.  She was acquired by Thomas W Ward, Fitzalan Chambers, Sheffield for resale. Her details
were passed to the 'Severn Navigation Co.' with a view to purchase but they subsequently chose not to go through it,
which could explain the reason Gloucester Record Office have the correspondence including an outline plan. However
'The Manchester Ship Canal Co.' did purchase it in 1893 and worked successfully until the early 1950's but because her
maximum dredging depth of 16ft. was restricted to the Arpley River, Warrington & Pomona Docks.
Apart from the above information from GRO together with numerous Northern Ireland contacts created through this
investigation giving me snippets of news items at the time, together with many hours searching on the Internet &
visits to Hull Maritime Museum & Hull History Centre (who have plans of items built for the dredger), my efforts
have been fruitless in obtaining a photograph. If you have a member with engineering contacts in Hull who may know
where I could obtain a photograph, I would be most grateful.”

In addition, David Slinger, a fisherman in Peterhead, would be interested in hearing from anyone with a collection of
negatives or prints of middle and deep water fishing vessels and who would be prepared to make prints to add to his
collection. David can be contacted at davidslinger@btinternet .com. I have his postal address if anyone should need it.

Somali pirates cut ransoms to clear hijacked ships
MOGADISHU - Somali pirates said on Sunday they would lower some of their ransom demands to get a faster turnover
of ships they hijack in the Indian Ocean. Armed pirate gangs, who have made millions of dollars capturing ships as far
south as the Seychelles and eastwards towards India, said they were holding too many vessels and needed a quicker
handover to generate more income.
“I believe there is no excuse for taking high ransoms. At least each of our groups holds ships now,” pirate Hussein told
Reuters from Hobyo on the Somalian coast. He said the pirates were holding more than 30 ships at the moment. “We
have lowered the ransom only for the ships we have used to hijack other ships. We sometimes release these ships free
of charge for they generate more (money). But we shall not lower the ransom for the bulk ships we are sure can bring
bulk money.”
Using captured merchant vessels as launchpads for new hijackings, the pirates have grown bolder despite a loosely
coordinated global response, and insurance premiums for shipping lines have rocketed. Pirates hold seized ships for an
average of up to 150 days before freeing them for ransoms, some as high as $9.5 million for the release of Samho Dream,
a South Korean oil supertanker.
Abdullahi, another pirate, said any decrease in ransom would be calculated by the ship’s value, its cargo and the length
of time it had been held. “We have changed our previous strategies. We have altered our operations and ransom deals
with modern business deals,” he said from the port town of Haradhere. “We want to free ships within a short period of
time instead of keeping them for a long time and incurring more expenses in guarding them. We have to free them at a
lower ransom so that we can hijack more ships.”
Attacks have grown since 2007 when young Somalis in small skiffs with AK-47s and rocket propelled grenades took to
the water  to seek their fortunes. But since late February, the pirates have had to share their spoils with the Al Shabaab
Islamist rebels, who profess loyalty to Al Qaeda. The insurgents — who have been waging a four-year insurrection
against the country’s Western-backed government — struck a deal to get a 20 percent cut of ransoms in Haradhere.
Pirates said the rebels had no say in their plan.“Al Shabaab has nothing to do with our plan to lower ransoms. We agreed
on a fixed 20 percent cut. Low or high ransom, the agreement is fixed,” said Abdullahi.

(Source  - Khaleej Times)


